You can reserve a Book Club in a Bag!

**Being Mortal** by Gawande
**Book that Matters Most** by Hood
**Brooklyn** by Tóibín, C
**Curious Charms of Art Pepper** by Patrick
**Circling the Sun** by McLain, P
**Deadly Affection** by Overholt, C
**Dimestore** by Smith, L
**Dream Lover** by Berg, E
**Education of Dixie Dupree** by Everhart, D
**Fortunes** by Davies
**Grandma Gatewood's Walk** by Montgomery, B
**Hidden Figures** by Shetterly
**Hillbilly Elegy** by Vance
**If the Creek don't Rise** by Weiss
**In Twenty Years** by Scotch, A
**Inheriting Edith** by Fishman
**Invention of Wings** by Kidd, S M
**Just Mercy** by Stevenson, B
**Leaving Before the Rain Comes** by Fuller, A
**Legacy of Elizabeth Pringle** by Wark, K
**Light Between Oceans** by Stedman, M L
**Long Way Home** by Brierley
**Love Song of Miss Queenie Hennessy** by Joyce, R
**Marriage of Opposites** by Hoffman
**Moloka'i** by Brennert, A
**News of the World** by Jiles
**Newsmakers** by Wiehl, L
**Night Road** by Hannah, K
**Other Einstein** by Benedict
**Swans of Fifth Avenue** by Benjamin
**Two-Family House** by Loigman
**Untamed** by Harlan, W
**Waters of Eternal Youth** by Leon
**When I'm Gone** by Bleeker, E
**Widow** by Barton
**Woman in Cabin 10** by Ware
**Woman Next Door** by Omotoso

Please visit
http://nhcpl.libguides.com/bc
Recently added to Book Club in a Bag!

**NEAREST SELECTIONS:**

*Before We Were Yours* by Wingate
*Carnegie’s Maid* by Benedict
*Gentleman in Moscow* by Towles
*Great Alone* by Hannah
*Hideaway* by Denton
*Homegoing* by Gyasi
*House Among the Trees* by Glass
*Killers of the Flower Moon* by Grann
*Little Fires Everywhere* by Ng
*Love, Alice* by Davis
*Miller’s Valley* by Quindlen
*Next Year in Havana* by Cleeton
*Pachinko* by Lee
*Rosemary* by Larson
*Saints for All Occasions* by Sullivan
*Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane* by See
*This Could Change Everything* by Mansell
*Who is Vera Kelly?* by Knecht
*Women in the Castle* by Shattuck

The Book Club in a Bag collection is intended to spark lively discussions for book groups.

15 copies of the same book, in a bag with discussion leader materials, may be reserved for your book club and borrowed for a month.

New books are selected quarterly by subscribers to the Book Club in a Bag e-newsletter. Ask a librarian to help you sign up for this e-newsletter!

We require at least a two week notice for a requested pick-up date.

We welcome recommendations of outstanding fiction and nonfiction for new sets. We’re looking for books that:
* were published during the last year
* are in paperback and priced around $16
* are not longer than 400 pages, usually
* to nominate a new book use the online Suggestion for Purchase form

Please visit [http://nhcpl.libguides.com/bc](http://nhcpl.libguides.com/bc) to request a set.
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